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Nothing about Dubai is ordinary, and the
same holds for its first mass transit system,
now under construction
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Stuck in sweltering, throbbing traffic on the
Sheikh Zayed Road, thousands of eyes lift in hope
and longing to the massive viaduct of the Red
Line, in place since August 2008, the first visible
sign of the Dubai Metro.
Getting people off the roads is an urgent
priority for the government of Dubai. Two months
ago it introduced the much maligned "Salik", an
electronic toll gate that sucks four dirhams out of
your bank account every time you pass under its
all-seeing eye. First there was one, now there are
four of them. There is talk that the price will go
up to 8 dirhams for each pass. Meanwhile, to
travel the three zones of the Red Line will cost
just 7 dirhams, creating a strong motivation in
residents to leave the car at home and hop on
the Metro. This vision will become reality on
September 9th 2009.
The original concept for the Metro, announced
in June 2005 by the Roads & Transport Authority
(RTA), was basic, almost no-frills, emphasising
function over form. The contract was
competitively tendered and was successfully
awarded to the Dubai Rail Link consortium with
work starting almost straightaway.
Two years later in early 2007, when it seemed
the property boom would never end, the RTA blew
lhe specifications wide open and demanded a
Metro that would not only be functional but
dazzling as well. RTA took members of the project
team to local 5-star hotels and said: "We want the
stations to look like the best hotel in the world."
Spaces got bigger, finishes more high-spec.
The client wanted the best lighting, the best
electrical and mechanical gear. Layouts changed
to incorporate themes of Air, Earth, Fire and
Water, which meant that new materials had to
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Top: The Red Line viaduct will carry trains over-ground. Stamping a metro system onto
a city already bristling with structures presents real challenges. Below: when complete
the Dubai Metro will be the longest fully automated rail system in the world
www.lconreview.org
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The Dubai Metro is a driverless, fully automated
metro network, currently with two lines, the
Red and Green lines, under construction, and
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be found. Car parks went from plain, in-situ

There's a weekly design management

meeting

further lines are planned. Most of the Red Line

concrete structures to lavishly clad, tastefully lit,

attended by RTA, the engineer and the contractor

air conditioned facilities comprehensively

to review concept images. Often, these images

Railway, while much of the Green line will be

integrated with the stations. There were running

are passed on to the Ruler of Dubai himself, His

underground. The Red line, extending 50km

is elevated, like London's Docklands Light

interior waterfalls, video walls, state-of-the-art

Highness Sheikh Mohammed

cladding, IT and tracking systems, all making

Maktoum, for a decision. The Ruler takes a keen

2009. When complete, the Dubai Metro will be

Dubai Metro the most advanced metropolitan
transport system in the world, according to the

interest in even the smallest design detail. For
instance, Stafford said the Sheikh asked for three

the longest fully automated rail system in the
world.

many visiting technical experts.

sections of the Red Line viaduct to be painted in

Client: Roads & Transport Authority of the UAE

Tony Stafford ICIOB is in charge of station

bin Rashid AI

with 35 stations, is due to open September

three slightly varying shades so that when he

Engineer: SystralParsons JV
Contractor:

engineer on the project, a Systra/Parsons joint

drove past them over a number of weeks he
could decide which shade harmonised best with

venture. "A number of key elements on this

the surroundings.

delivery for the Red Line. His employer is the

project have changed," he says. "Even the trains
now have Wi-Fi and gold class seating."
And of course costs went up. Back in 2005

The engineer's role in the project is pivotal.
client while managing the contractor. We try and

Design: Atkins, KCA

US$2.8bn. With all the new bells and whistles the

reports to us."

From a design point of view, the challenge of

Kajima Corporation

Turkish firm Yapi Merkezi

turn their vision into reality. The contractor

according to the contractor.

Heavy Industries, Mitsubishi Corporation,
Obayashi Corporation,

Says Stafford: "We provide expert advice to the

the civils elements alone were at approximately
costs are now triple the original contract value,

Dubai Rail Link (DURL), a

consortium made up of Japan's Mitsubishi
and

There are normally three meetings with the
client a week. Stafford says it's very important to

footbridges over Sheikh Zayed Road that started

fully explain, elaborate and educate all members

out as basic, functional structures, are now to

incorporating RTA's new vision is immense.

of actual and potential issues. Personal flexibility

have sophisticated lighting, glazing and curtain

Stafford says designers Atkins and KCA have up

on the project is essential as out -of-hours

walling systems, and travelators (moving

working is normal. "You have to be available at all

pavements).

to 600 people working on the project.
"To turn these visions into shop drawings that
can be actually implemented

on site is a fantastic

feat and so far they've done a remarkable job,"
he says.
HIGH STANDARDS

times," he says.

EVEN THE TRAINS
HAVE WI-FI AND
GOLD CLASS SEATING

world brings challenges of its own. For example,
the underground chandeliers are anything but

approximately 35 metres long and weighs nearly
150 tonnes. They have to be placed exactly, with
a tolerance of two millimetres. Sheikh Zayed Road
is the busiest traffic artery in the country. To shut
it down for as long as it would take for two

Stafford says that working for a demanding client
that wants the best public transit system in the

The problem was stark: How do you lift these
sections onto the pierheads? Each one is

Communication is a challenge as there are
more than a dozen different nationalities on the

cranes, through trial and error, to lift each end of
the section simultaneously into place, in wind,
would have produced chaos. Especially if you

off-the-shelf. "In review meetings we can go

job. The Japanese contractor JV members are
often seen to sit for hours, sometimes until

through 30 or 40 different iterations," he says.

midnight, discussing what went on at a meeting

sections needing to be placed.

"Some of these processes can go on for two or

that day to fully understand the issues.

multiply that exercise by 146, the number of
The answer was found in an expensive piece
of lifting equipment, of which Stafford says there

three months. Everything on this project requires
a mock-up so confidence can be gained from the

TECHNICAL

potential subcontractor. Every little possible detail

The explosion in specifications brought its share

CHALLENGES

Japanese contractor, the SPMT (short for self-

needs to be fully explained."

of construction challenges. For instance, the

propelled modular transporter) is a heavy-duty,

are only a handful worldwide. Manufactured
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TONY STAFFORD
Stafford started 1st July 2007.
Parsons recruited him for his
first job in Dubai. ") arrived on
a Saturday

and hit the ground

running on Sunday. I've been
here 16 months and it has felt like three."
Previously
Network

Stafford

worked

North East Commercial
dealing

Maintenance

with subcontractors,

others as part of national
Under grey Northern
have imagined
project

in the UK for

Rail, and he was part of the London
team,

some local,
frameworks.

skies he could hardly

he would be working

on a

like this.

"It was fairly dull, fairly repetitive,"
"I felt as though

he says.

I'd done my job there. When

this came along I leapt at it. I wouldn't
my position

on this job for anything,

these design perspectives
Top: Artist's

conception

of a completed station,
much enhanced from the
initial concept.
Left: Lifting a ISO-tonne
section of a footbridge
over Sheikh Zayed Road.

swap

turning

into what we've got

out there and valuing them. It's absolutely
where) want to be."
One of Stafford's
"station
ensuring

context

key roles is to look after

planning",

the integration

water-based

which entails

of bus, taxi, even

modes of transport.

"It's a privilege.

If I'd known what I know

now I may not have taken on the job. The
responsibility

that goes with the value of the

job now is unbelievable.

Every day I wake up

it's a new challenge."
Most personally
decided

challenging:

"When RTA

to enhance the stations,

footbridges

and car parks, I had to lead a team to procure
all these new materials.
"It involved searching

worldwide

markets

to find the most hi-spec, aesthetically
enhanced

materials.

questions

like, Where is the best stone in the

world manufactured?

We were literally

asking
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We had to go to the

suppliers, visit the places. We had three
months to do it."

multi-bogey, computer-remote-controlled

jack,

specially shipped in from Japan.
Currently the footbridge

sections rest on five-

metre-high staging jacks beside Sheikh Zayed
Road.
Before the lift, the section has to be
completely prefabricated,

with all mechanical,

electrical and glazing in place because no
external work can be done over the busy road.
Within a three-hour window authorised by the
RTA,the SPMT, controlled remotely by two
operatives, lifts the section, moves it
approximalely four hundred yards into position
and lowers it onto the pierheads.
~

Operatives use computers to achieve the
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Another challenge is just finding space. In

contractor, with the engineer playing the role of

older cities, buildings and districts tend to form

the impartial party. Stafford says the contractor,

around existing transport infrastructure, or at least

through design development, has tried to push

the two develop in tandem.

as far away from it as possible, as any contractor

Not so in Dubai, where the Metro is effectively
being stamped onto a hectic city already bristling
with structures.
One result is that the viaduct dips and weaves
to accommodate

numerous utilities diversions, so

would, to protect its commercial interests.
At the same time it is under immense pressure
to secure the required velocity of cash flow from
the client to keep the project moving forward.
Still, Stafford reserves high praise for the

that Stafford's friends ask him jokingly when 'the

contractor. Despite the job being a rich breeding

rollercoaster' is going to open.

ground for contention, the contractor, in fact a

They also have to find the space for things like

complex, five-headed beast, remains professional

pedestrian access pods to footbridges and

and never fails to speak with one voice.

stations. "To find sufficient space is really tough.

Stafford believes the project probably
wouldn't work without them. "The mindset of

It's got to the point where in some cases
property and land acquisitions have been

the Japanese, with their willingness to complete
things on time, has brought a very evident

~ meridian, cross over and do the other one.

negotiated so we can demolish to make space
for a structure."

~
"It's an absolutely fantastic procedure to
~ watch," says Stafford. "We've got it down to about
~ an hour and a half now. So far the all key

The spec escalation led naturally to contractual

do this. I think any other contractor

manoeuvring

walked away from this project."

~ precision required. When one section is placed,
o contractors remove railings on the road's centre
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~ilestones have been achieved."

EVERY HOUR UNDER THE SUN
between the client and the
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example of fast track modern construction
the UAE.
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"They will work every hour under the sun to
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